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ABSTRACT 
In a multiple hypotheses testing problem involving q different 
alternative hypotheses if the null hypothesis is rejected, the form of 
the tests maximizing minimum power over certain alternatives is derived, 
The result is used on the slippage problem for means and variances of 
normal populations, test for a change in a parameter occuring at an un-
known time point• the three-decision problem• and two slippage problems 
for discrete distribution. In the latter case, attention is restricted to 
unbiased tests. In the case of the slippage problems the regularity 
assumptions which seem to have been imposed in earlier works on this sub-
ject, are not required, For example in the slippaee problem for the means 
of nonaal populations 8 it is not required that the number of observations 
from each population should be equal. The form of the tests is rather 
complicated. 
l, Introduction 
Paulson [12] was the first to prove an optimality property of a test 
for a slippage problem involving means of normal populations. The opti-
mality property was maximizing the minimum power over certain alternatives. 
Paulson's technique was later used to find optimal tests for other slippage 
problems, see e.g. [4] for references. The results, however, were not 
completely general. In the problem with normal means, for exmaplee it 
seemed to be necessary to have an equal number of observations from each 
population to be able to prove the optimality property. Recently, Hall 
and KudO [6) and Hall, Kuc10 and Yeh IJ} used an other criterion, symmetry 
in power 11 but also their resu1 ts depend upon the same kind of symmetry as 
Paulson's. 
Pfanzagl [13] assumed that the various alternatives had certain known 
probabilities, and using that he found tests which 111aximizecl the average 
power over various alternatives with respect to the given probabilities. 
Pfanzagl's results did not depend upon the kind of regularity assumption as 
used in [12]. 
In the present paper ,.,e vrill find tests which are optimal in the 
sense of Paulson but 'vi thout requiring the regularity assumptions of the 
earlier papers. The results apply• however, not only to slippage problems 0 
the general setting (see (2.1)) is any problem where one has to choose. 
between a finite nw:nber of disjoint alternative hypotheses when the null 
hypothesis is rejected. 
2. Statement of the problem 
---~---------------~---~---
Let X be a random variable with distribution function P 0 \>There P 0 
belongs to a class {P0: 0eQ} of distribution functions. Consider the 
hypothesis testing problem 
'\-There n0 1 n1 , ••• • QQ. are disjoint subsets of n. We define a test of 
(2,1) to consist of q elements (~ 1 (x), •••• ~q(x)) where the ~i(x), i=l, ••• ,q, 
are ordinary test functions and 
If xis observe~, we reject H with probability Ii;l~i(x), and accept the 
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alternative K. with probability ~.(x), i=l, ••• ,q. Only one of the alterna-
~ ~ 
tives K1 , ••• 8Kq is accepted. If H is not rejected,our conclusion is 0eQ• 
not 0en0 • A test is called a level ~ test if 
(2.3) 
Let 
sup 
0eQ 0 
~ . q1E0~ . (X) ~ ~ L.~= - ~ 
a(e,~.) = E0~.(x) l - l. i=l, ••• ,q 
We define the pO'YTer function of o. test to be the vector (a ( 0 '~ 1 ) I •••• 
shall 
s(e.~q)). w~~~ that a test (~l····•~q) is more powerful than a test 
(~ 1 , •••• ~) if S(0,¢.) ~ S(0 1 ~.) 1 0eQ. 1 i=l••••tCl• We would like to find q ~ l l 
a level~ test such that a(e.~.) is large when 0eQ .• i=l, ••• ,q. 
l l 
3. Tests that maximize minimum average 
power and minimum power 
---------------------------------------
If we try to find e. test \·Thich 1 subject to (2.3) 1 maximizes E0~i (X) 1 
0e:Q. 1 for a particular i, it \·rould generally lead to small values of l. 
E0~j(X), 0e:Qj w·hen jfi• 
We will therefore try to find tests \vhich maximize the average l;lOWer 
over the q alternatives, or maximize minimum power over the q alternatives. 
Denote the class of tests satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) by S(~). Let w· be 
l. 
a subset of n., i=l, ••• ,q. 
l 
A test ~es(~) satisfying min (inf E0~ 1 (X), ••• , inf E0~ (X))=sup min 0e:w1 - 0ewq - q ~es(~) 
we call a test maximizing the minimum (inf E0~(x) ••••• inf E0~ (X)), 0ew 1 0e:·w q 
1 q 
power over w~L·•••wq. A test ~e:s(~) satis~Jing 
inf Ii~l Ee.~i(X) = sup inf Li~l E0 .~i(X) we 
e 1e:w1, ••• ,e,{wq 1 ~e:s(~) 01E.:w1, ... ,eqe:·wq 1 
.. 5 ... 
call a test maximizing the minimum nverage power over '"ii...e •• • ,w q• 
In the following f 0,f •••••f will be q+l real-valued functions, 1 CJ. 
integrable with respect to a a-finite measure ~ on a Euclidean space. 
The following theorem will be helpful when determining tests thnt 
maximize minimum power. 
Theorem 1, Consider the problem to maximize 
'tvhere ~¥ 18 •••• 1¥CJ. are test functions satisfYing (2.2) and 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and 
-
(3.4) 
Suppose that there exist constants k11 ••• ~ with I.C!1k. > 0 and q- J.= l 
such the.t 
tj>. (x) = 
J. [
1 when k.f.(x)>f0 (x) 
- J. J. 
0 'tvhen k. f. ( x) < f
0 
( x) 
- J. J. 
L <)J.(x) = 
{ i t k . f . ( J~) :::max k . f . ( x ) } 1 
J. J. j J J 
and k.f.(x)>max k.f.(x) 
J. J. ·J.· J J Jrl 
1 when max k.f.(x)>f0 (x) 
-. J J J 
Proof, Taat there exists a set of test functions maximizing (3.1) 
is easily seen by using the vreak. compactness theorem for test functions 
(see [9] P• 354), 
We will first show that there also exists a test satisfying (3,4) 
which maximizes (3.1). Let (~¥ 1 ••••• 1¥CJ.) maximize (3.1) and suppose that 
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(3.4) is not satisfied, Then let s 1 and S2 be defined by 
sl =min J~.f.d~ < max f~.f.d~ = a 
• l.J. • l.l. 2 
l l. 
and let n be the number of elements in I 1• Define new tests by 
* -1( ) ~. = ~. + n 1-o/S 
l. l 2 
* ~. = (o/S 2 )~. l. l. 
* ~. = ~. 
l. J. 
L· I '1!. J.€ 2 J. idl 
iE:I2 
ifipi2 
q \0 * * * We he.ve Ii=l~i = Li~l~i • hence (~ 1 , ••• ,~q) also satisfies (2,2) and (3.2), 
Furthermore, 
* J~. f. d~ = 
J. J. 
s + n-1(1-o/S )J(I. 1 ~.)f.d~ ~ 13 1 1 2 J€ 2 J l. 
( o 1 a 2 ) f ~(rid).! = o > s 1 * (3.6) f~. f.d).l = J. l 
* J~. f.d).l = J~.f.d~ > s1 l l. J. l. 
Since (~ 1 ••••• ~q) maximizes (3.1) vte must have equality sign for at least 
one index i, i 0 s~, in the first equation of (3,6), Hence 
(3.7) 
Define new tests by 
otherwise. 
It is easily seen that (~ 1 **, ••• ,'1!:*) satisfies (2,2) and (3,2). Bw 
(3,7) it is also found that f~i**fid~=s 1 • iE:I 1lJI2 • If (~ 1 **, .... ~q**) 
does not satisfy (3.4) • ive m~ proceed as above using I 1ur2 as r 1• and so 
- 7 -
on until we end up with tests satisfying (3.4) with all the integrals equal 
to f3 1• 
Now return to the proof of the theorem. Let ('1' 1,.. • ., 'l' q) be a test 
maximizine (3.1) and satisfying (2.2) 0 (3.2) end (3.4). (As shown above 
this is no restriction.) Since both (~ 1 , ••• ,~q) and ('1' 1 , •• .._'l'q) satisfy 
(3.4) we have 
(~.qlk.)j~ fld~ = j(~.qlk.~.f.)d~ L~= ~ 1 Ll= ~ ~ ~ 
and 
(~.qlk.)j'l'lfld~ = j(~.qlk.'l'.f.)d~ L~= l L~= l ~ l 
Hence 
(3•8) (li~lki)(j~lfld~-J'l'lfld~) = 
== J (l:. q1 (~.-'l'. )(k.f.-f0 ))d~. l.= ~ ~ l l 
Look at the integrand 
L· q1 (~. (x)-'1'. (x)) (lt.f. (x)-f0 (x)) l= ~ l ~ l 
If max k.f.(x) > r 0 (x) the integrand is equal to . ~ ~ 
l 
ktft(x) .. f (x) - l· q1'l'. (x) (k.f. (x) - f 0 (x)) 0 ~= l ~ l. 
where tis an index such that ktft(x) =max k.f.(x). If max k.f.(x) 
• ~ l • l l 
l l 
< f 0(x) 0 then the integrand is- }:.q1'l'.(x)(k.f.(x)-f0(x)) ~ o. since then ~= l. l ~ 
k.f.(x)- f (x) < 0 for all i. If max k.f.(x) = f 0(x). then the integrand ll 0 • ll 
l 
is - 2: 'l'.(x)(k.f.(x)-f0(x)) ~ o. Hence the integrand is {i:k.f.(x)<f0 (x)} ~ l l ~ ~ 
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alw~s non-negative. and (3.8) is greater or equal to o. Since 
~.q1k. > 0 and J~.(x)f,(x)d~(x) does not depend upon i, the theorem is Ll= l l l 
proved. 
In the examples to f'ollovr it will not always be obvious tho.t there 
exist tests satisfying (3.2)• (3.3) and (3.4), The next theorem gives 
conditions for existence of such tests, 
Theorem 2, In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1 1 let 
fi 2: o. i=o •••• •q• o < c < J f 0 d).l and 
(3.10) 
If a test maximizes (3.1) subject to (2,2) and (3,2), then it is of the, 
form (3.3) with ~.q1k. > 0 and satisfies (3.4), Ll= 1------~--------~-----. 
Proof. Let N be the set of all points 
(j~ 1 f 1 dlJ 1 ••••f~qfqdlJ,j(~ 1 + ••• +~q)f0 d~). N is closed and convex. (Compare 
[9] J?• 83.) Let (u1 •••• ,uq+l) denote a general point inN. For fixed 
u +1 = c, there exists a point (a1 ,.,.,a ,o)eN such that min (a1 , •••• a~) q- q ':L 
is equal to 
Because of the condition (3.10), we must have a =, •• =a • Furthermore 1 q 
t~+11k.u. = ~.q1k.a. + k +lc Ll= l l Ll= l l q 
be a hyperplane through this point such tha.t all points in N are on the 
same side of the hyperpla.ne. 
Let M be the set of all points (j~ 1 f1 dlJ,,,.,J~qf'qdlJ) where 
(~ 1 , •••• ~q) varies over all test functions satisfying (2,2), M is closed 
- 9 .. 
and convex, and usinc the fact 0 < c < jf0 d~ we see that (a1 , •••• aq) is 
inner ~oint of M. 
* ** Let a and a be the minimum and maximum last coordinate, respec-
tively, of points inN for fixed first q coordinates (a1 , ... ,aq)• vle must 
have o. * = c 1 since a* < c I·Tould imply that min (ap •• .,aq) < sup 
(u1, ••• ,uq,c)eN 
Suppose first c·< o.**. Then (a1 , •••• aq• (c+~* )/2) is a.n inner point 
of N, It then follows that kq+l + 0 in the equation of the hyperplane, 
since kq+l = 0 would imply that (o.1 , .... aq,(c+a**)/2) is on the hypel'plane. 
Taking kq+l = -1 the equation of the hyperplane is 
'.q1k.u. - u +l = '.q1k.a. -c. and ~l= l l q ~l= l l • 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
\,'l1k.u. - u +l ~ '.q1k.a.- c ~l= l l q ~l= l l 
Hence for all test functions (~ 1 ••••• ~ ) we have Q. 
( * *) . . . . . ) where $1 •••••~q lS o. test functlon gJ.Vlng the polnt(a1 •••• ,aq,a. 
Define (<J> 1 , •• .,<j>q)as in (3,3). Then as in the argument after (3,9) 
'.q1 (<J>.-'¥. )(k.f.-f0) 2:. o ~l= l l l l 
But by ( 3 .12) with <P 1 • ••• , <P q is ~ 1 • , •• , ~ q 
Hence 
* * It then follovTS that ( ~ 1 , •• o , ~ q ) is defined in the s rune way as 
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($1•••••$q) a.e.~. 
If a*= c =a** we find by en argument similar to 191 P• 86, that N 
is on the hyperplane 
u +1 = L·qlk.u .• q l= l l 
for all ~ 1 , •••• ~q• That implies k.f. = f a.e.~ 0 i=l, ••• ,q. Hence all l l 0 
tests are trivially of the for.m (363) a6e~v. 
Clearly 1 we must have all c. > 0• otherwise the corresponding test l 
would have power o. This completes the proof. 
In Pfanzagl [13] P• 39 is given the form of the tests which maximize 
emong tests satisf¥ing (3,2). They are of the form (3.3) with k =•••=k =k 1 q 
and where k is determined so that (3.2) is satisfied. 
The following corollary to Theorems l and 2 gives a condition under 
which the test maximizing I.q1J~.f.d~ and min (j~ 1 f 1 d~, ••• ,J~ f d~) l= l l q q 
coincide. 
Corollary• ~ ($ 1 , ••• ,$q) be of the form (3.3) with k1= ••• =kq>O, 
and hence maximizes Ii~lJ~ifid~ subject to (2.2) and (3,2), !£ 
J$ 1 f 1 d~=•••=J$qfq~~ (~ 1 , ••• ,$q) also maximizes~ (J~ 1 f 1 d~, ••• ,J~qfqd~) 
B]bject to (2.2) ~ (3.2), 
Proof. Follows trivially from Theorem 1 since (~ 1 , •• ,,$q) is of the 
form (3,3) and satisfies (3.4). 
The following lemma, the proof of which is obvious, will be used when 
we determine tests maximizing minimum power, 
I 
... 11 -
Lemma. Suppose that there exist e. test ~ = (~ 1 ••••• ~ ) e s(~) such q -
that (I) there exist points e1*, •••• eq*• where e1* ewi• i=l, ••• ,q, ~ 
that p maximizes~ (E0 .~ 1 (X),., •• E0 *~q(X)), (II) 1 q 
inf E0$i(X) = E0 .• ~i(X),i=l, •••• q~ ~~maximizes 
ee·wi J. 
~ (inf E0~ 1 (x) ••••• inf E0~ (X)) among tesjs ~es(~). 0e:w 0e:·w q 1 q 
4• Application to some simple problems 
without nuisance paramete~s. 
Ao The sl:i.ppage problem for normal me~s o 
Let Xij be independent N(~i'l)e i=le•••tq 1 j=l•••••nio Consider the 
problem 
where ll > o. This problem seems to be due to Mosteller [;~.oJ. Paulson [12] 
found the test maximizing the minimum power over alternatives ll ~ ll1, in 
the case when n1 =, •• l:::llq• Pfanzagl [13] found the test maximizing the 
average power over the same alternatives for general n11 ••• ,nq' We will 
now in the general case derive the test maximizing the minimum power over 
the alternatives w. defined by ~.=0 1 jfi 1 ~.~ll. 1 i=l,.,,,q, J. J J.J. 
Let r 0 be the density of the observations under H- and let fi be 
the density under Ki with ll=llio The ratio fi/f0 is then 
(4.1) 
n·. 
where x .• = L. 1J. x .• /n.. Multiplying (4.1) with k. and taking the logaxithm J. J = l.J l l. 
we get 
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(4.2) A 1 A 2+ ~.n.x. - 2n.~. c. J. J. J. • J. :1. :1. 
where c. = log k .• DenO-te ( 4 • 2) by V. • According to Theorems 1 and 2 we 
J. l J. 
sho.ll have 
1 "Then V. > 0 and V. > V. (4.3) tfli (x) = l J. J 
0 othenrise 
where c 1 • ••• , c CJ. are deterrained so that 
( u. .• 4) 
and. 
(4.5) 
P0 (max V.>O) = a; • l 
l 
P.(V.>O and V.>mo.x V.) 
l J. J. • J..i J Jt 
is independent of i, where P. denotes that the probabilities are calculated 
l 
with respect to the density f., i=O•••••Cl• This will give the test maximiz-
J. 
ing the minimum power over alternatives with A = A. when we consider the 
J. 
alternative K .• It is easily seen that the elements of the power function 
J. 
is strictly increasing in A, hence by the Lemma the test maximizes the 
minimum power over the alternatives w1 , •••• wCJ.. 
In general, it is very difficult to determine the constants c1 , •••• cq 
such that (4.4) o.nd (4.5) are satisfied, In some special cases, however, 
it is only one constant c to determine. If n = • • • = n and A1 =• •=.J./::,q' 1 . q 
then c =•••= c • If the {n.} are not all equal it might be natural to 
1 CJ. l 
_1 
consider alternatives of the form A. = yn. 2 , since our "best" estimate of 
J. J. 
1 
A. is x. "rith vario.nce n.- 2 • In that case we will also find that we have l l• l 
c1 = ••• = cCJ., so there is only one constant c to determine, 
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B. Test :for a change in a ;parameter occurring a.t an unlmovm time point~ 
Let x1 , ••• 8Xq be independent N(~i,l). Consider the hy;pothesis 
(4.6) against K. :~ 1 = ••• =~ .=O, ~ '+l=o••=~ >0 i=l, ••• ,q. ~ q-~ q-~ q 
For the origin of this vroblem see Page [11]. Tests of H against the 
alternative "H is not true" have been l)roposed in [1] • [2] • [8]" P:fanze.gl 
1131 :found the test of (1~.6) maximizing average power over e,lternatives 
with~ '+l=••·=~ ~A i=l 1 .,, 1 q, Q.-l q 
Consider now the alternatives w. defined by~ '+l=···=~ ~A •• ~ q-l Q. l 
Let :r0 be the density when H is true and let :fi be the density under Ki 
when~ . =···=~ =A .• Q.-l+l q ~ 
The expression corresponding to (4.2) is in this case 
(4.7) A.S. - ~iA. 2 +c. 
~ l ~ ~ 
whe:t•e S. = I q X From this '"e can :find a test similar to (4.3) with 
l j=q-i+l i' 
conditions as in ( 4. 4) and ( 4. 5). It will be q constants c 1 • ••• • c q to 
determine. 
Arguing as in A, we might consider alternatives with A. 
~ 
Then (4.7) is proportional to 
(4,8) 
h r ' ~ + I w e e c. = - c. Y• ~ ~ Even in this case there \oTill be q constants to 
determine to find the test maximizing nunimtun power. To :find the test 
maximizing average ;power we put c1 '= =c '=c'. Then it is only one Q. 
constant to determine, and if we reject H vre accept the alternatives with 
1 
the largest i- 2 s .• This is contrary to traditional cumulative sum tests 
l 
(see e.g. I)] )where one accevts the alternatives with the 
.-~ 1 Q.Uantity 1 S. is more stable than s. since Var (i- 2S.) = 
Var s. = i. 
l 
l l ~ 
largest s .• 
l 
l while 
The 
- 14 -
5, Use of invarianceo 
It is easy to see that if a hypothesis testing problem of the form 
(2.1) is invariant under a group G of transformations. and G satisfies the 
conditions of the Hunt-Stein theorem (see [9] P• 336), then there exists an 
invariant test maximizing minimum pow·er. 
A, Th,.!;,_ slippage probl?m for normal means • Let X •• be independent lJ 
N(~i 0 cr 2 ) 8 i=l•••••Q• j=l, ••• ,ni. Consider the proble~ 
H:~ =···=~ against K.:p 1= ••• =p. 1=p.-A.o=p.+l=•••=~ i=l, ••• ,q 1 q l l- J. l l CJ. 
where A. > 0, This problem is invariant under translations and change of 
J. 
sco.le, a maximal invario.nt beine; (T1 •• ,.,Tq ... 1 ) where 
i=l, ••• ,q 
. - q 
where X. and n is defined o.s in SectJ.on 4. X='· 1n.X./n and l'" • I..J.= l l 
S2 = Ii~lLj~i(xij-xi) 2/(n-q). We have Li~l Ti = O, The joint density of 
the T.-s under the alternative K. with A= A. is (see [13-] p 26), 
l l l 
(5.1) 
where C is a constant and 
1 
I(1) = Jexp(1x 2-x/2) (n-3)/2dx X • 
0 
The density f 0 under H is obtained from (5,1) by putting A, = o. Hence l 
1 1 (5.2) f,/f0 =exp(-~n.(l-n./n)A.2)r(t.A./(l+I.CJ.1t.2/n.) 2 )r(o)-. J. J. l l. l l. J= J J 
It is seen that it will in general be very complicated to determine the 
test maximizing minimur,l power. A simplification occurs if we argue as in 
- 15 -
1 
Section 4 A0 and choose A. = y/(n.(l-n./n)) 2 since the best estimate of l l l 
6.cr is X.- ~ n.X. /(n-n.) with variance (n.(l-n./n))-1• Using this~. 
J. J. • j fi J J• J l l J. 
in ( 5. 2) we get 
1 1 f./f 0 = exn(-~y)I(t.y/((1+~.~1t.2/n.)(n.(l-n./n)) 2)I(O)-J. ~ 1 LJ= J J J. J. 
Hence k.f. > f 0 is e~uivo.lent to l l 
t. 
J. ----------~-------------T- c. l 
- L q 2 -(n.(l-n./n)) 2 (1+ . 1t. /n.) 2 l J. J::::: J J 
> 0 
where c. is a new constant. Further.more k.f. > k f is e~uivalent to 
J. lJ. \)\) 
(5.4) -c.+c >0 J. \) 
To determine c 11 ••• ,c~ so that the test defined by (3.3) (end now obtained 
from (5.3) and (5,l~)) satisfies (3.4) is, of course, numerically very 
difficult. 
B. The sl~page problem for normal variances • 
Let X .. be independent N(ll. ,cr. 2 ), i=l,., •• q1 j=1 1 , •• ,n. 1 and con-lJ J. J. J. 
sider the problem 
H:cr 2= ••• =cr 2 against IC. :cr 1
2
=, •• =cr. 21 =cr?/6.=cr.
2
1= ••• =cr 
2 i=l, •••• q 1 q l J.- l J. J.~ q 
where A. > 1. 
l 
The test maximizing minimum pmver over alternatives 6 > J. in the 
case n1= ••• =nq ivas found by Truax L14}. Pfanza.el 1)..3] found the test 
maximizing averaee power over the same alternatives in the general case. 
Using invo.riance under transle.tions and chanee of scale 1 we find 
that o. maximo.l invariant is (V 1 • ••• 1 V q-l) vihere 
n.-1 s. 2 
l J. 
vi =~sz i=l, ••• ,q. 
... 16 .. 
2 \' n. 2 
and vrhe:re s. = L. 1
1 (x .. -x.) /(n .... l) 
l J= lJ l l 
Let f. be the density of 
J. 
the maximal invariant under K. vrith A = A. and f 0 the density under H. J. l. 
Then using Pfanzagl's :results ( [13] pp.30-31) vre finc1 that k.f./f0 is J. l. 
equivalent to 
and 
v.(l-D..-1) -c. > o 
l l J. 
k.f. > k f is equivalent to 
l l \) \) 
v.(l-D..-1) - v (1-A -l)- c. + c > o, 
l. l. \) \) l \) 
where c1 , ••• ,cq are new constants. 
If i-Te have n1= ••• =nq and. choose D. 1= ••• =Aq• it turns out that c1=. • .=cq 
and we are back to T:ruax 1 s [14] :result. 
6, The three-decisions problem. 
-----~----~-----------------~--
Consider the one-parameter exponential fcrnily 
and let the problem be 
Let w1 = {0:0~0 1 <0 0 } and w2 = {0:0~02>0 0 } where 01 ru1d 02 are given 
values of 0 • and let us fino. the test maximizing minimum power over w 1 
Choosing the density when 0 = 0. as f., i=O•l•2• we find that the 
l l 
test maximizing minimum poi-Te:r over w1 and w2 i.s as folloi-TS: 
1 when T(x)<c 1 
<1>1 (x) ::; yl I-T hen T(x)=c 1 
0 when T(x)>c 1 
.. 17 -
and 
1 when T(x)>c2 
~2(x) y2 lvhen T(x)=c2 
0 when T(x)<c2 
Here cl• c2, y1 p y2 o,re determined so that 
P
0 
(T(X)<c 1 ) + P0 (T(X)>c 2) + \ .
2
1y.P0 (T(X)=c.) =a - 0 -0 l..l= l - 0 J. 
and 
An exam.J?le. Let x
1
, •••• xn be independent N( o.cr 2 ) and consider the problem 
We get 
and 
~2 (x) = 1 when \ n 2 1..·-lx. > k2 J.-· l 
The constants k 1 and k 2 are determined by 
and 
lvhere F is the cumulative chi-squa.re distribution with n degrees of frce-
n 
dom, This test is different both from the unbiased test of H and the test 
aaximizine minimum power in the traditional sense (see Lehmann [9] P• 332). 
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7• Use of unbiasedness. 
--------~--------------
We will call a test (~ 1 ••••• ~ ) of (2,1) unbiased if Q. 
sup E0~i(X) ~ inf Ee~i(X) i=l •••• ,q. 
no ni 
Let ni0 be the set of common accumulation points of n0 end ni. If the 
power function of any test is continuous in 08 then unbiasedness implies 
(7.1) 
where ai is some cohstant. 
statistics relative to n00 
Furthe~ore. if T is a complete and sufficient 
q 
= ~n. 0 , then (7.1) is equivalent to i=l J. 
Let e.en. 8 i=l, ••• ,q 8 and let (~ 1 , •••• ~ ) be the test which maximizes J. J. q 
L·q1E0 .(~.(X)It) among tests satisfying (2.2) and J.= ·J. l 
li~1E0 (~i(x)lt) =a, 0€n00 • We can find this (~ 1 ••••• ~q) by the methods 
of Section 3, It is easily seen that if (~ 1 ••••• ~q) is unbiased, then it 
maximizes the average power over the alternatives e1 , ••• ,eq among unbiased 
tests. 
If 1 in addition, it turns out that E0 .~ 1 (X)= ••• =E0 ~(X), the test 1 q q 
also maximizes the minimum power over e1 , ••• ,eq among unbiased tests. 
A, The slippage problem for the Poisson distribution. 
Let X1 ,,,.,X be independent with Poisson distributions Q. X• 
(\.Lj) J -ll· 
P[X.=x.] = - ,• e J j=l, •• , ,q J J x .• 
J 
Consider the problem 
l-yipi 
H:llj=pjll against Ki:lli:YiPill llj = l-pi Pjll 
q 
where p1 , •• ,,pq are known constants with Lj=lpj=l, and and y. > 1 l are 
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unknown parameters. (See Doornbos and Prince [5J.) The joint distribu-
tion under H is 
CJ. X• IT. lp. J ~= JJ .... 
IT CJ. I • 1 X • • J= J 
~ CJ. • X • J=l J -l-1 • lJ e 
Hence T = \,CJ.1x. is sufficient and complete. The conditional distribu-L.J= J 
tiona given T under H and IC are 8 respectively • l 
end 
CJ. X • 
IT. lp. J 
...J...= L t! 
IT CJ. i 
. 1 x .• J= J 
[
1-y.p.]t[y.-y.p.lx . 
.....,....;;l;,...o;,J. l J. J. J. t ! 
1-p. 1-y· .. p. 
l J. 1 
The test maximizing the average povrer over alternatives with 
* . . y = y. J.S of the form, accept K. J.f 
l l 
x. log ( ( y ~ -y ~ p. ) ll-y ~pi))- t log ( ( 1-y ~ p. ) I ( 1-p. ) ) > kt l l ll l. ll l 
and 
x. log ( ( y ~ -y ~ p . ) I ( 1-y ~ p. ) ) - t log ( ( 1-y ~ p. ) I ( 1-p. ) ) l l l l 1 l l l l 
> x. log((y~-y~p.)l(l-y~p.))- t log((l-y~p.)/(1-p.)) 0 j+i. J J JJ JJ JJ J 
Here Kt J.S determinec1 so that the conditional probability of rejecting H 
is a.. 
1- * * . . If p1= ••• =p = 1 q and y1= ••• =y , the test 1s 0 accept K. 1f CJ. CJ. J. 
and X. > X • 1 j ti. l J Because of the symmetry of the situation the 
* * powers are equal at the alternatives K. with y. = y and lJ· = lJ for any l l l 
y* and l-1*· It is easily seen by an argument similar to Lehmann (9] p 142 
that the power function is increasing in¥· and l-1·• Hence the test 
J. J. 
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maximizes both the minimum and average power over alternatives 
( ) > * > *} * * w. = { ~.,y. : ~ 1• - ~ 1 y1• - y for any~ andy • l l l 
B. The sliJ2l2age 12roblem for the binomial distribution. 
Let x1 •••• ,Xq be independently distributed with binomial distributions 
(n.J x · P[X.=x.] = 1 p. i(l-p. )ni-Xi 
- l J. x. J. l 
J. 
Let e. = p./(l-p.) 1 i=l, ••• ,q, and consider the problem l l l 
H:01= ••• =0, against K. :0 =• .. =0. =y.0.=0. =· • .=0 ~ l 1 l•l l J. l+l q i=l,···~q 
where 
whel~e N = Ij~lnj. The conditional distribution given T = Lj~lXj • which is 
sufficient and complete under H • is of the form 
[ q (n·J] -x· rr._1 J c(t,n .• e,~.)y. 1 J- xj 1 1 1 
* Hence the test maximizing the average power over alternatives y. = y. , l J. 
'1 * '1 t () 1 1= , ••• ,q, 0 = 0 t Wll be of he form~· x = 
l ( * *) ltf-X• C t.n. ,0 0y. y. J. =max l l l . 
J 
( * * ) * -x. c t,n .,e ,y. y. J. 
J J J 
when x. > constant and 
l 
In the case n1= ••• =nq 
j 
and y1 *=•••=Y *this reduces to x. > constant and x. q l l = max x .• J 
The constant 
is determined so that the conditional probability of rejecting H given T 
is equal to ~. The poiver of the test depends upon 0 and Y• It is a 
decreasing function of y for fixecJ. e, hence it maximizes the minimum power 
and minimum averae;e po'\<rer over a1 ternati ves * * w. = {(0,y):e=e , ySy } 
l 
. * * l=l•••••<l• for any 0 andy • 
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_EeJ.'na.rk 7.l.In Doornbos [4] is shown an optimum properly of some 
slippage tests for discrete distributions where optimality is defined 
relative to the conditional distribution given the sufficient and c0mplete 
statistics. In this paper optimality for the conditional distribution 
is used as an intermediate step to derive optimality for the unconditional 
distribution. As vre have seen the fact that a test maximizes average 
po1ver in the conditional distribution also carries over to the uncondi-
tional distribution, An interesting ~uestion is whether this is, in 
e;eneral 8 the case for the test maximizing minimum power. My conjecture is 
that this is not always so. 
Remark 7, 2. One might think that for exam1)le for the problem in A 
it 1vould be a stronger statement to state that the test maximizes the 
minimum over all alternatives with y ~ l The minimum power over y ~ l 
is • however• == o: for any unbiased test. (See Lehl:1ann [9] ) • 
Hence the result in A is stronger. 
Remark 7.3, In [6] and [7) is discussed a class of tests called 
symmetric in povrer for sli:pJ)age problems • and most l)Owerful tests are 
derived in the case when the probability distribution has certain synunetric 
properties. In the cases studied in this paper where the probability 
distribution satisfies these symmetric properties, the test maximizing 
minimum power will be the same as the most pov1erful test which is symmetric 
in power, 
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